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It is evident that when this body was born, then it was small, now it has               
become big! It is not that it became big in any one particular year. Practically              
every year it has changed. That which is changing every single year, is            
changing every month. It is not that it has not changed for eleven months, and              
it changes in the twelfth month. That which is changing every single month, is             
changing every single day. It is not that it remains the same for twenty-nine             
days, and on the 30-th day it changes. That which changes every single day, is              
changing every single hour. Now pay attention, as the body is in the first hour,              
it is not so in the second hour. If it were, then how would it change in a day?                  
That which is changing every hour, is not changing for fifty-nine minutes and            
only changing the sixtieth minute – such is not the case. That which is             
changing every minute, is changing every second. From this what is proven?           
It is proven the body is changing and changing constantly. It is           
changing and going where? It is going towards death; this point is           
without any doubts whatsoever. As long as we have lived, that much we            
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have died! Now how much of this life remains, that we do not know, but as               
many years that have passed by, that many years our life-span has become            
lesser. Death has come that much closer - in this there is no doubt. Life is               
going towards death. This body is going towards non-existence. One day it           
will become entirely non-existent. That which is existing (IS), will one day           
become non-existing (NOT IS). But you desire that let me amass material           
enjoyments and material objects; let me collect more money. This is such a            
mistake.

Pay a little attention. To earn money and to put it to good use is not               
a flaw, but this passion of wanting to accumulate and hoard money,           
that  itself is the weakness. This does not mean that one must not let any         
money accumulate. It also does not mean that even on having a requirement,            
one does not spend. To not spend for sister and daughter, Brahmin, some            
diseased person, a hungry person, one without clothes and one who is poverty            
stricken is a mistake. After all, what will you do on accumulating it? On             
having a need, if you do not use it even for yourself, and you cannot spend it on                 
other people as well, then what use is that accumulated wealth? This body will             
not remain. When this body becomes non-existent, then of what use will that            
money be? He is in his senses if he are legally earns money, and puts              
it to use on essential things. But if he is not doing so, then in greed               
of money, he becomes insensible. Hedevelops so much attachment to         
money that once he accumulates in cash one lakh rupees, then he does not wish              
to part with it, to let go of it. Sometimes by mistake if a thousand or two are                 
spent, then he feels very sad, that I have spent from my capital! If the son               
spends it, then he gets angry on him that "What kind of a man are you? He says                 
- If you eat from your base capital, then how long will the money last?" If there                
is shortage of food and clothes, then he will tolerate it, but he will not spend out                
of his base capital, by which it will remain untouched, safe, as-is. If he is              
asked what will you do with this base capital? The body is leaving, death is              
nearing every single moment, what use will this money be, lying safely           
untouched?

I do not say that you leave the money, throw it away or destroy it. But on                
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having that money, you still feel hard-pressed and do not buy even the essential             
things. Wherever there is a need, there too, you are not spending, than what             
use is that money? You must become cognizant, that if God has given it to you,               
then that money must be used in the best possible work. While living, put the              
money to use for yourself and for others. Being miserly, storing and increasing            
the bank balance, then what will happen? Even when the best of best            
opportunity presents itself, then too, you will have the feeling that if someone            
else spends, then it will be better; If I don't have to spend then it is a good                 
thing. Gentlemen ! You all pay attention to what I am saying. When you do              
some charitable work, and at that time if the feelings and sentiments are that if              
someone else were to spend the money, it would be better, you will be relieved,              
then what will you do with that money? Just as a businessman thinks that let              
me get the maximum number of goods now for a cheaper price, as the market              
prices are about to rise. And in certain places the prices have already gone up,              
but the goods are cheap over here. He therefore thinks it is a smart decision to               
borrow money on interest, just to buy the maximum number of goods. Just as             
there is a craving to buy, likewise, we do not feel the craving to spend, on that                
which will go with us. The amount that is spent, putting it to good use, that               
much, will go with you. Therefore one must have such craving that let me be              
the one to put the money to use in the best of best work. Each and every                
opportunity that arises, you must disclose that I will spend here. Do not wait             
for your turn, as getting such an opportunity is very difficult.

The founder and guiding force of Gita Press, Shri Jayadayalji Goendka had           
once said the following - I do not find it difficult to earn money, but putting the                
money to good use is difficult. Other brothers and friends bar the process,            
inner greed also creates a bar, that what is the need to spend that much money?               
Just spending a little bit should do. We do not think, about what we will do               
with that money? If we die leaving it then upon death we will leave 10-20              
thousand lesser behind, that is all that will happened, what else will happen?            
It is not that all will be spent, that you will become penniless. There will be no                
virtuous deeds to your account. And the money that will be left behind, or that              
will disappear in a split second, your inner senses will not become pure.            
However, if you spend the money in the best of best work, then the inner              
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conscience will be joyful, you will gain merits, you will be satisfied that at least              
that much money was put to good use ! Now, how to put the remaining money               
to good use?  We must think about that.

There is one exceptional point - In fact the significance is not of the material              
things, but of its use. However many things that a person has, if they are not               
utilized, then of what use are they? Just as I told you earlier, that one man               
filled a box with gold and we have filled a box of stones. The weight of both is                 
the same. It is only on spending that the gold is more substantial and great. But               
if it is not used, then what is the difference in the weight of both the gold and                 
stone? On putting to use, the gold appears a lot more valuable, and the stone,              
not at all. But if you do not put it to use, and if you have with you                 
either the gold or the stone, then what difference? Yes ! Surely there is             
the difference, that when gold is with you, there will be more fear that someone              
make take it away, and that you must not let others know where it is! Due to                
worry and fear of being stolen, and having inner turmoil what else will be the              
gain? Go deeply into what is being said here, and silently, peacefully, and            
objectively, without any biases,  understand this well, in the proper perspective.

Gentlemen ! Time is going by very quickly, death is nearing ! One day the              
relationship with all objects will come to an end within a split second.            
Therefore be very vigilant in use of your time and put the money to best of best                
uses.

Narayan !  Narayan !!  Narayan !!!

 From book in hindi "Vaastavik Sukh" by Swami Ramsukhdasji.
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